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Vocabulary is an essential part of the IELTS. Without the right vocabulary, your reading, listening,
and writing will be imperfect. Most people who take the IELTS exam do so with the intention of

obtaining high marks in the Reading and Listening components. Essential Words for the IELTS will
enhance your vocabulary and help you understand the content of the reading and listening

passages. Essential Words For the IELTS is the first book that comes with an Essay Writing Kit on my
recommended reading list. When you join a xtremevocabulary.com course, you are also given access

to an Essay Writing Kit via your course portal. The Essay Writing Kit comes in a website where you
can access some or all of the vocabulary, or you can use the word list to make your own Essay

Writing Kit, whatever works best for you. There are many types of vocabularies. Barron's Essential
Words for the IELTS is not a generic list of words. You will get vocabulary training in four ways. First
you will get drills on how to use the vocabulary using a definition and a short example. Second you
will learn how to use the vocabulary in a conversation when you are having a conversation and you

will have to use the vocabulary. Third, you will be learning new vocabulary through the exercise
books that are included. You will learn the context of words and their usage. Finally, you will be able
to get words from the list when you study. You get a dictionary with these words in the list and you

will not have to find them in another dictionary. This item is large, and may take some time to
download. Description the words in Unit 1-10 of the book Barron's Essential Words for the IELTS. This
Deck is a great combination of some exist decks.The examples all selected from Longman Dictionary
of Contemporary English. Graet thanks: Sample (from 750 notes) Cards are customizable! When this

deck is imported into the desktop program, cards will appear as the deck author has made them.
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This item is large, and may take some time to download. Description the words in Unit 1-10 of the
book Barron's Essential Words for the IELTS. This Deck is a great combination of some exist

decks.The examples all selected from Longman Dictionary of Contemporary English. Graet thanks:
Sample (from 750 notes) Cards are customizable! When this deck is imported into the desktop
program, cards will appear as the deck author has made them. If you'd like to customize what

appears on the front and back of a card, you can do so by clicking the Edit button, and then clicking
the Cards button. Word injure Cloze i______e Definition v. to hurt Phonetic symbol Audio Extra

information Picture Synonyms Tags Word obvious Cloze o______us Definition easy to see or
understand (= clear) Phonetic symbol /bvis/ Audio Extra information It was obvious to everyone that
the child had been badly treated.It's obvious from what she said that something is wrong.I know you
don't like her but try not to make it so obvious.He agreed with obvious pleasure.For obvious reasons,
I'd prefer not to give my name.The reasons for this decision were not immediately obvious. Picture

Synonyms Tags Word novel Cloze n__________l Definition Adj. new and unusual Phonetic symbol
Audio Extra information Picture Synonyms Tags After the file is downloaded, double-click on it to

open it in the desktop program. 5ec8ef588b
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